
 

P-85-8624N 
 
8 Channel 960H Video Security Kit with 500GB HDD and 8 Hi-
Resolution Indoor/Outdoor Cameras 

 
Night Owl’s P-85-8624N is an 8 Channel 960H DVR/ 8 Camera Security System that comes complete with 

everything you need for an easy to use yet advanced video security system for your home or office. The P-85-8624N 

system is accessible from your Smartphone, Tablet, PC® or MAC®, so you can connect to the DVR directly from 

your favorite mobile device to view your camera feeds. With Smartphone and Tablet PC compatibility, the P-85- 

8624N provides true 24/7 video security day or night, from any remote location. 

 

Key Features 

8-Channel DVR 

     Pre-installed 500 GB Hard Drive 

     960H Recording Resolution (960 x 480) 

     Smartphone, Tablet, PC and Mac Compatible 

     Motion Activated Recording 

     Real-time Email Alerts sent directly to your mobile device 

     Recorded Video is Time and Date Stamped for official use 

 Control Management Software (CMS) included, for viewing multiple cameras on one screen (up 
to 64 channels at once) 

 

8 Indoor/Outdoor Cameras 

     600 TV Lines Resolution 

     50 ft. of Night Vision 

     60 ft. of Cable per Camera Included 

 

Smartphone Integration 
Need a security system that’s integrated with your Smartphone? There’s an App for that! 

 
Unlike most security systems in the marketplace, the P-85-8624N system does not require the user to connect to a 

PC in order to access the DVR.  The P-85-8624N security system comes with our Night Owl Lite Application for 

Android and Apple Devices, providing seamless integration with a Smartphone or Tablet PC.  Now you can view 

your cameras directly from your favorite mobile device, no matter where you are. 

 
With Night Owl’s Smartphone integration you can easily monitor your security system while on the go! 

The following Smartphones and Tablet PCs are supported: 

3G/4G Smartphones 

     iPhones® (iPhone® OS 3.0 or above) 

     Android® (Android® Version 1.5 or above)

Tablet PCs  

     iPads® 

     Android® Operating System
 

PC and MAC connectivity with free CMS Software 
Not a Tablet or Smartphone user? No problem!  The P-85-8624N system is also accessible over the internet via 
PC® and MAC® computers, for seamless recording and management of video.  The included Control Management 

Software (CMS) for PCs® gives you the ability to monitor multiple locations on one computer screen (the CMS 

software supports up to 64 channels, installed at one or multiple locations).



Simple Point and Click Interface 
The P-85-8624N DVR comes equipped with a state of the art, easy to use interface.  Just point and click to access 
any of the DVR features. A USB mouse and a remote control are both included. 

 

Motion Activated Recording 
Motion activation allows you to record only when necessary, and makes it easy to find important footage during 
video playback. This will save you time and conserve hard drive space.  Enhanced motion detection settings ensure 
that false alarms are not triggered. An easy to use motion detection mask allows you to block out areas with normal 
movement, so that the camera will detect and record motion only in the exact areas you want it to. 

 

Motion Activated Email Alerts 
When a camera detects movement, the P-85-8624N sends you a real time email alert directly to your Smartphone or 
Tablet. The automatic email alert will send you an image attached of the motion detected recording. 

 

960H Recording 
5 times larger than CIF and over 33% larger than D1, 960H is the perfect resolution to fit your widescreen TV or 
monitor.  960H allows you to record at a resolution of 960 by 480 horizontal TV lines, so images are crisper and 

clearer than both CIF and D1.  This new standard was designed to fit the most recent monitors and TV’s.  With 
960H recording and HDMI output, you will clearly see the difference. 

 

Connects Directly to your TV or Monitor 
The P-85-8624N DVR can be easily connected to your TV for instant viewing.  It comes equipped with 3 video 
outputs so you can connect multiple TVs. For your convenience we have included a 6 ft. HDMI cable. In addition to 

being able to connect directly to your TV, this DVR also comes equipped with VGA & RCA output jacks to connect 

directly with any computer monitor or TV with a VGA/ RCA input (Cables not included). 
 

Cameras 
600 TV Line Cameras with Facial Recognition 
The 8 included indoor/outdoor cameras display hi-resolution images day or night with an advanced 600 TVL sensor 
that provides up to 50 ft. of facial recognition. 

 

50 ft. of Night Vision 
The cameras are equipped for night vision up to 50 ft. away in complete darkness and produce a clear, crisp image 
day or night. 

 

Customer Support 
24/7, 365 Days a Year 
All Night Owl security products come with full technical support, 24/7, 365 days a year including Bilingual Help 
Desk.  If needed, our Help Desk will also remotely access your DVR for setup assistance. 

 

No Monthly Fees 
Night Owl does not charge any Monthly Fees to access your DVR over the internet or from your Smartphone/Tablet 
PC.



Package Contents 

     1 x 8 Channel DVR with Pre-Installed 500GB Hard Drive 

     8 x Indoor/Outdoor Cameras with Stands 

     8 x 60 ft. Bundles of Camera Cables 

     8 x Mounting Hardware and Screws for all Cameras 

     1 x 6 ft. HDMI Cable 

     1 x RJ-45 Cable (Ethernet) 

     1 x Mouse 

     1 x Remote Control (Batteries Included) 

     1 x Software CD 

     1 x Quick Setup Guide (English and Spanish) 

     1 x DVR Power Adapter 

     2 x Camera Power Adapters 

     2 x 4-Way Camera Splitters 

     3 x Night Owl Security Stickers 

 

Other Information 
Model Number:                               P-85-8624N 
UPC:                                                855830003697 

Sell Package Dimensions:               17.32Lx11.02Wx11.22H x 18.7lbs   

Master Pack Quantity:                     1 

 
Footnotes and Disclaimers 

(1)  Internet and cell phone access requires a router, Windows® operating system, IE 6 or higher and a broadband internet 

connection. May require a free firmware update via www.NightOwlSP.com 

(2)  The DVR is currently accessible on iPhone®, iPad®, and Android™ running on 3G/4G Smartphones. Also accessible on 

Tablets listed above. Push notifications currently available on IOS. 

(3)  Do not recommend using the cameras in temperatures below -14°F or above 122°F. These cameras are weather resistant, 

not weatherproof. Not for use in direct exposure to water. 

(4)  Professional installation is offered by InstallerNet, Inc. Additional charges will apply for this service. See details inside 

box. 

(5)  Night Owl does not charge any monthly fees to view or control your DVR over the internet and Smartphone. Carrier fees 

and charges may apply. 

(6)  Night Owl Lite App is a free download compatible with Apple® and Android™ Smartphones and Tablets only. 

(7)  Night Owl Lite App and CMS software compatible with Night Owl L & P series only. 

(8)  Recording capacity may vary. Based on 6 months of recording with a 500GB hard drive, using the lowest recording 

quality settings with one camera. 

(9)  Night vision range up to 50 ft. under ideal conditions. Objects at or beyond this range may be partially or completely 

obscured, depending on the camera position. 

(10) Audio cameras not included. 

 

 

Disclaimer: 

Certain uses, publication and/or distribution of video/audio recordings from security cameras and/or audio devices are prohibited or 

restricted by federal, state and local laws. When enabling and/or using audio recording features with your hidden security camera, 

be sure to comply with the laws in your country, state and locality. 

  

iPhone®, iPad® and Mac® Computer are registered trademarks of Apple® Corporation, Android™ is a registered trademark of 

Erich Specht/Android™ Data Corp. 

 


